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0830  REGISTRATION & COFFEE

0900 CHAIRMAN’S OPENING REMARKS

TRAINING STRATEGY AND TRANSFORMATION

0910 KEYNOTE ADDRESS:  EVOLVING CAPABILITIES TO 
BE READY FOR AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE
•  An uncertain Future Operating Environment makes

readiness an essential requirement for a successful
future force

•  Incorporating versatility into the training model is
critical to address potential security threats

•  Future conflict is likely to be conducted in
multinational and multi-domain environments which
need to be reflected in the development of collective
training programmes

Major General William Hickman, Deputy Chief of 
Staff Strategic Plans & Policy, NATO Allied Command 
Transformation

0940 CREATING AN EFFECTIVE FUTURE FORCE 
THROUGH INTELLIGENT CONCEPTS AND DOCTRINE 
•  Developing concepts that will build the foundations

for long-term training success
•  Setting requirements to modernise land forces

training through modern, progressive doctrine
•  Advancing technologically sophisticated training

capabilities to deliver effect at the point of need
Brigadier Benedict Kite, Incoming Head Capability & 
Strategic Development, British Army

1010 GERMAN APPROACHES TO FUTURE TRAINING 
CAPABILITIES
•  Conceptual understanding of future threats and the

consequent priorities for the Bundeswehr moving
forward

•  The need for broad training capabilities that will
prepare personnel for all conceivable scenarios and
future technologies

•  Pooling technology and expertise with NATO and
EU allies to deliver cost-effective training that also
enhances interoperability

Major General Reinhard Wolski, Commander, 
Germany Army Concepts and Capabilities 
Development Centre, Bundeswehr

1040 FROM COIN TO CONVENTION: THE TRAINING 
TRANSITION AWAY FROM COIN TOWARDS LARGE-
SCALE, PEER AND NEAR-PEER CONFLICT
•  Reorienting training practices away from COIN

towards conventional ground combat against peer
adversaries

•  The technologies required to start building readiness
at the individual to collective levels for large scale
ground conflict

•  How NATO is adapting its exercises to include
the new ‘dimensions’ of land conflict i.e. cyber,
information, electronic, space

Colonel James Cook OBE, Assistant Head Concepts, 
Directorate of Capability. British Army

1110 MORNING COFFEE AND NETWORKING

1140 KEYNOTE ADDRESS: PREPARING CANADIAN 
ARMY LEADERS TO OPERATE ON THE FUTURE 
BATTLEFIELD: HOW TO IMPROVE LEADER 
RESILIENCY THROUGH TRAINING, STRUCTURE AND 
THE USE OF TECHNOLOGY
•  The growth of ‘network-centric warfare’ and the

consequent requirements for training
•  Personnel need to be trained to operate state of

the art equipment efficiently and quickly in order to
make the correct decisions at vital moments

•  Improving the dialogue between industry and military
so that COTS can improve training effectiveness

Major General Stephen Cadden, Commander, 
Canadian Army Doctrine & Training Centre, Canadian 
Army

1210 CROATIAN APPROACHES TO JOINT TRAINING 
EXERCISES
•  Velebit 2018 and the importance of Joint Exercises

to wider Croatian strategy
•  Training requirements for the future and the

identification of capability gaps
•  Integrating terrorism, urban combat and cybercrime

at operational and tactical levels into training
exercises

Brigadier General Boris Seric, Deputy Commander, 
Croatian Army

1240 PRESERVING PEACE THROUGH STRENGTH IN 
TRAINING
•  Harnessing joint training exercises to improve

interoperability and act as an effective deterrent
•  The expansive Zrínyi 2026 modernisation

programme and the benefits for Hungarian Land
Forces Training

•  Hungarian commitments to NATO and V4 training
exercises and its beneficial effects on domestic
Ground Forces

Brigadier General Attila Takács, Incoming Inspector 
of Hungarian Land Forces, Hungarian Armed Forces

1310 NETWORKING LUNCH

APPROACHES TO TRAINING DELIVERY – PRIORITIES 
AND HOW TO FULFILL THEM

1410 THE ROLE OF DEFENCE COLLEGES IN ENSURING 
READINESS FOR FUTURE THREATS
•  Creating the correct balance between live training

and education in order to produce warfighters with
initiative and ability

•  Education, Training, Exercises and Evaluation and its
significance to Bulgarian Land Forces

•  Engendering the spirit of leadership in personnel to
set up for future successes

Major General Grudi Angelov, Commandant, 
Rakovski National Defence College, Bulgarian Armed 
Forces
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1440 COMBINING DOCTRINE AND TRAINING CAPABILITY 
IN MILITARY ACADEMIES
•  Producing personnel that can think, fight and win

more successfully
•  Tackling the challenges of implementing

requirements and new capabilities into real life
training programmes

•  Increasing investment in Romanian defence and
how it is shaping the development of new training
capabilities for its Land Forces

Brigadier General Prof.Eng. Ghiță Bârsan, 
Commandant, Nicolae Balcescu Land Forces 
Academy, Romanian Land Forces

1510 THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCORPION 
PROGRAMME AND HOW IT MAINTAINS THE 
EFFECTIVENESS OF FRENCH ARMY TRAINING
•  The SCORPION programme; a new way to fight that

must be robust and versatile to meet the needs of
future military action

•  Training under the SCORPION programme that will
fully integrate simulation with field exercises

•  Future training will not simply adapt to SCORPION
but rather be transformed by it

Colonel Guillaume Benquet, Command of Training 
and Combat Schools, French Army

1540 AFTERNOON TEA AND NETWORKING

1610 SENIOR OFFICER TRAINING TO MATCH NATO 
CONCEPTS AND REQUIREMENTS
•  Joint Command Post Exercises to ensure high levels

of preparedness for any operational challenge
•  Analysis of training that can fine-tune practices and

drive higher outputs
•  Unique qualities of Operational Level Training and

how to maximise its effect
Colonel Patrice Cudennec, ET&I Doctrine Branch 
Head, NATO Joint Warfare Centre

1640 TRAINING FACILITIES THAT REFLECT THE NEED 
FOR VERSATILITY
•  Creating live training centres that can be improved

as new technology is adopted so that the delivery of
training can be updated and refined

•  Conducting training exercises in near-operational
conditions holding fidelity at the crux of its utility

•  Maintaining a cost-effective and operationally sound
training facility capable of producing prepared
warfighters

Colonel Michael Knoke, Commander, German Army 
Combat Training Centre, Bundeswehr

1710 PANEL DISCUSSION: EFFECTIVE PROGRAMME 
DESIGN BEYOND 2025
This panel will address how to deliver effective training 
to prepare the warfighter beyond 2025. Over the 
past decade we have witnessed significant changes 
in the nature of the threats we face. We now live in 
a seemingly much more complicated world. Future 
technologies and uncertain operating environments 
pose challenges and present solutions. How will 
training adapt?
•  What are the main technological inhibitors to

achieving a more integrated, synthetic training
environment?

•  How do we streamline training technology
acquisition processes?

•  How can operational commanders and industry
communicate the effectiveness of/need for new
training technologies effectively?

1740 CHAIRMAN’S CLOSING REMARKS AND END OF 
CONFERENCE DAY ONE
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0830 REGISTRATION & COFFEE

0900 CHAIRMAN’S OPENING REMARKS

TRAINING COMMANDER’S FORUM

0910 KEYNOTE ADDRESS: DEVELOPING TRAINING 
PROGRAMMES TO PREPARE FOR FUTURE MULTI-
DOMAIN CONFLICT
•  Improved training to create warfighters with greater

situational awareness, tactical mobility and assault
support

•  Essential need to produce outstanding ‘strategic’
NCOs because of a predicted future operating
environment where tactical groups must maximize
effectiveness with increased independence

•  A greatly expanded training and education system,
enhancing ‘every Marine is a riflemen’ with more
emphasis on combat leadership, military knowledge
and initiative

Major General William Mullen, Commanding 
General, Training & Education Command, US Marine 
Corps

0940 KEYNOTE ADDRESS: SIMULATORS TO ENHANCE 
REALISM IN FORCE-ON-FORCE COMBAT TRAINING
•  Maintaining high quality, cost-effective training

simulators to enhance realism at the point of need
•  Validating training capabilities that can effectively

prepare personnel for combat operations
•  Simulation capabilities that can provide realistic

force on force combat training reflecting a near pear
adversary from the individual to collective levels

Major General Karl Engelbrektson, Commander, 
Swedish Army

1010 INVESTING IN PEOPLE TO ENHANCE AGILITY AND 
EFFECT
•  Keeping up with NATO requirements by investing in

personnel and training an agile, effective force
•  Increasing opportunities for Land Forces to engage

in training exercises both domestically and on
deployment

•  Engaging with governmental and commercial bodies
to guarantee training and career opportunities

•  The challenges of effectives training capability
procurement

Brigadier General Nico Tak, Director, Training & 
Operations, Royal Netherlands Army

1040 CZECH FUTURE DEVELOPMENT AND PREPARATION 
FOR NEW CHALLENGES
•  Czech approaches to training and education of

military personals and units
•  Current engagement of the Czech Armed Forces in

operations and their pre-deployment preparation
•  Future challenges, how to prepare defence

capabilities to be effective force to address these
challenges

Brigadier General Radek Hasala, Commander, 
Training Command, Army of the Czech Republic

1110 MORNING COFFEE AND NETWORKING

1140 RAPID MODERNISATION AND A FOCUS ON 
INTEROPERABILITY
•  Increasing the role of Lithuania in NATO exercises

and training
•  Integrating technology into expanded training areas

for more multi-faceted training exercises
•  The need for a more effective quick reaction force in

order to maintain readiness and to fully contribute to
alliances

•  Modernisation and improvement beyond 2020
Brigadier General Gintautas Zenkevičius, 
Commander, Training & Doctrine Command, 
Lithuanian Armed Forces

1210 CENTRAL EUROPEAN APPROACHES TO JOIN 
TRAINING COMBINING LIVE AND SIMULATED 
CAPABILITIES
•  Slovak commitments to NATO and V4 training

exercises and its beneficial effects on domestic
Ground Forces

•  Combining live and simulated training within a joint,
international framework to provide realistic training
and produce versatile personnel

•  An expanded defence budget, current plans for
modernisation and how training capabilities need to
be improved for the future

Colonel Ferdinand Murin PhD, Head of Training, 
Ground Forces of the Slovak Republic

1240 TRAINING A CONSCRIPT-BASED RESERVE ARMY 
FOR MODERN AND TECHNOLOGICALLY ADVANCED 
BATTLEFIELDS
•  Using conscripts as an ‘audience’ for military training

– what are the advantages and disadvantages?
•  The challenges of training conscripts to use

advanced weapons systems effectively
•  The need for training to enhance the development

of leadership to in order to prepare for wartime
requirements

Colonel Mati Tikerpuu, Head of Training Department, 
Estonian Defence Forces

1310 NETWORKING LUNCH

JOINT AND TRADE TRAINING

1410 INTEGRATING TRAINING CAPABILITIES AT THE 
JOINT LEVEL
•  Interoperable training capabilities within the Joint

Force that share information between services so
that joint training exercises can be improved and
overall effectiveness enhanced

•  Highlight the increasing importance of joint training
exercises for both readiness and to act as a
deterrent against future threats from the Brigade to
Corps level

•  Training capabilities that produce soldiers who
‘think’ at the Joint level – making quicker, better
decisions

•  The preparation of the Joint Force as the British
military heads towards 2025

Lieutenant Colonel Richard Ongaro, SO1 Policy 
Programming Joint Warfare, Joint Force Command
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1440 AMPHIBIOUS APPROACHES TO TRAINING
•  Combining existing programmes to create a more

realistic training environment that will enhance
exercises and provide greater challenges

•  High intensity training that will allow experience to
be gained faster and allow recruits to perform better
under stress

•  Developing Force on Force training that can create
an adaptive ‘sparring partner’ and encourage
initiative, independence and leadership

Colonel John Barranco, Commanding Officer, 
USMC Expeditionary Warfare Training Group, Atlantic, 
US Marine Corps

1510 ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING FOR SPECIAL 
OPERATIONS
•  Italian Ranger Regiment pipeline: the two-year long

process
•  SpecOps Mountain Warfare Course: Summer and

winter training in mountainous environments, one of
the most challenging to face in the world

•  Amphibious Training Course: a streamlined,
canyoning approach rather than classic “open
water”

•  The way ahead: a clear direction and understanding
needs to create better operators for potential future
conflicts

Major Cristiano Refi, Training & Operations Chief, 4th 
Alpini Paratroopers Regiment, Italian Army

1540 MEETING THE CHALLENGE OF URBAN OPERATIONS 
TRAINING
•  Overcoming the difficulty of creating fidelity and

realism in training for urban scenarios
•  Live training for urban operations and where it can

be enhanced with technological supplements
•  Integrating factors such as reduced situational

awareness, degraded communication and
improvised threats into training?

Confirmed representative from the Israeli Defence 
Force

1610 AFTERNOON TEA AND NETWORKING

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION

1640 USING SIMULATION TO PREPARE FOR VARIED 
TYPES OF OPERATIONS
•  Increased Czech investment in modernisation

programmes and the significance of simulated
training within this

•  The applications of simulated trainings in urban ops
training, squad level training and interaction between
military forces and non-state forces

•  The scope for integrating simulated technologies
into live training environments and the challenges of
doing so

Lieutenant Colonel Jiří Simmer, Commander of the 
Centre of Simulation and Training Technologies, Army 
of the Czech Republic

1710 DIGITAL TRAINING OF LAND FORCES IN 2019
•  How to use enabling technologies to facilitate more

effective ground training
•  Technology trends and how Defence institutions can

work with the private tech sector
•  US Army approaches to leveraging commercial

technologies and the challenges faced
•  Perishability of today’s technologies and how to

keep up
Ryan McAlinden, Director of Modelling, Training and 
Simulation, USC Institute for Creative Technologies

1740 CHAIRMAN’S CLOSING REMARKS AND END OF 
CONFERENCE
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